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ABSTRACT
This study analyses the metal recyclability from waste Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) with three material recycling
quoting approaches: Material Recycling Efficiency (MRE), Resource Recovery Efficiency (RRE), and Quotes for Environmentally Weighted Recyclability (QWERTY). The results indicate that MRE is likely inapplicable to quoting the
metal recyclability of waste PCBs because it makes the recycling of any metal equal to each other (e.g. recycling of 1
kg of gold is as important as recycling of 1 kg of iron). RRE and QWERTY can overcome the poor yardstick of MRE
because they concern not only the weight of recycled materials but also the contribution of recycled materials to the
natural resource conservation and the environmental impact reduction, respectively. These two approaches, however,
report an extremely different result, that makes the target stakeholders get confused with which material recycled. From
the findings of the aforementioned analysis, this study proposes the Model for Evaluating Metal Recycling Efficiency
from Complex Scraps (MEMRECS) as a new approach to quotes the metal recycling performance. MEMRECS allows
the trade-offs between three criteria: mass, environmental impacts and natural resources conservation, hence it can provide the result in a sustainable sound manner. MEMRECS clearly models and enhances the role of natural resources
conservation aspect rather than QWERTY does.
Keywords: PCBs; Environmental Impacts; Natural Resources Conservation; Metal Recyclability

1. Introduction
Metals have been playing as an indispensable role in the
development of human society, as P. Laznicka, 2010 [1]
mentioned that metals are one category of a trio of geological materials on which is based our present industrial
civilization. The other two categories are mineral fuels
like coal, petroleum and natural gas, and nonmetallic like
stone, sand and gravel, salt or clays. Unlike other materials, metals are not biodegradable and have virtually an
unlimited lifespan and the potential for unlimited recyclability. Hence they are well suited for sustainable development goals [2]. If appropriately managed, recycling
metal can provide numerous benefits for the environment
in terms of energy savings, reduced volumes of waste,
and reduced greenhouse gas emissions associated with
energy savings. For example, the amount of energy saved
using various recycled metals compared to virgin ore is
up to 95% for aluminum [3], 85% for copper [4], 60 percent for steel [5], 75% for zinc [3], and 90% for nickel
*
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[6]. Metal recycling also conserves natural resources by
reducing the amount of virgin ore needed to be mined, as
well as other resources. For instance, recycling one ton of
steel conserves 1.13 tons of iron ore, 0.64 ton of coal and
0.05 ton of limestone. Recycling a ton of aluminum conserves up to 8 tons of bauxite ore [7].
As a matter of fact, the recovery of valuable metals
from waste PCBs is an attractive business recently since
PCBs typically contain about 40% of metals [8] with a
wide range of elements from precious metals (e.g. gold,
silver, palladium, platinum), rare metals (e.g. beryllium,
indium), base metals (e.g. copper, aluminum, nickel, tin,
zinc, iron), and toxic heavy metals (e.g. lead, cadmium,
antimony). Each metal element contained in PCBs has its
own specific properties according to different points of
view such as weight content, economic value, environmental impacts, natural resources depletion, etc. Hence,
each of metal fractions will have different share of the
total metal recyclability of product. Ideally, if all metal
fractions of waste PCBs were recovered with 100% recovery rate, the metal recyclability would always be full
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score (100%), irrespective of how much individual metal
fractions contribute to total metal recyclability of product
(further called “contribution score”). However, in reality
it can never be achieved due to the limitations of technology, economy, only several metal fractions are preferred to the task of recovery. Therefore, in order to optimize the recyclability of a product, it is necessary to
understand the contribution score of every individual
metal fraction contained in this product.
This study analyses the contribution score of metal
fractions contained in three types of PCB with three
different material recycling quoting (MRQ) approaches:
Material Recycling Efficiency (MRE) [9], Resource
Recovery Efficiency (RRE) [10], and Quotes for environmentally Weighted RecyclabiliTY (QWERTY) [11].
Furthermore, this study also proposes the so called
MEMRECS (Model for Evaluating Metal Recyclability
from Complex Scraps) [12] as a new approach to quotes
the metal recycling performance in sustainable sound
manner. The contribution scores are then presented by
MEMRECS approach and compared with previous approaches.

2. Contribution Score for Waste PCBs with
Different MRQ Approaches
2.1. Material Quoting Approaches
Although the choice on the proper scientific method of
measurement may be subject to debate, the most common way of determining the recyclability of products is
material recycling efficiency (MRE)—the amount of material per product that may be recycled, when the product
reaches the end of its useful life [9]. In other words, it
can be defined as Equation (1). Ei is specific recovery
rate of material i, Wi is amount of material i contained in
product.
MRE   E i Wi
(1)

the defined actual environmental impact for the weight of
material i. EVWmax,i is the defined maximum environmental impact for the weight of material i. EVWmin and
EVWmax are total defined minimum and maximum environmental impact for the complete product, respectively.

QWERTY  
i

 PCBs samples are collected at a scrap village located
in Vinh Phuc province of Vietnam. At laboratory,
each PCBs sample is cut and ground to powder with
particle size under 1000 µm by a laboratory cutting
mill Retsch SM 2000. Powder product is then dissolved with aqua regia in solid liquid ratio of 1:20 (1
g of sample to 20ml of aqua regia solution). The contact time between the fraction samples and aqua regia
is about 24 hours at room temperature to ensure complete digestion of metals; followed by filtration with
quantitative filter paper [14,15]. The leached portion
is then made up to 500 ml by adding deionized water
before analyzing the metal content by inductively
couple plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The
metal composition of PCBs samples is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Material composition of waste PCBs.
CRT TV
a

Weight (g/unit) 745.33

When dealing with the resource conservation issue,
Legarth et al. (1995) [10] proposed a quantitative measure which states resource recovery in terms of one number: The resource recovery efficiency (RRE) defined as
Equation (2). Fi is the amount of material i in one ton of
product, Pi is annual production of of the resource i, Ci is
annual consumption of the resource i, Ri is the world
reserves of the resource i, and Ei is specific recovery rate
of material i.
F C
F
RRE   Ei  i  i   Ei  i
(2)
Pi Ri
Ri
i
i
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(3)

EVWmin  EVWmax

2.2. Data Sources

i

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a standard approach
for environmental impact evaluation [11]. Based on LCA
data, Huisman et al., 2003 [13] developed QWERTY
concept for calculating product recyclability on a real
environmental basis defined as Equation (3). EVWactual,i is

EVWactual ,i  EVWmax,i

Desktop PC

Cell phone

b

a

b

a

c

-

444.65

-

14.70

-

Al (wt%)

11.98

10

3.93

5

0.96

0.99

Fe (wt%)

11.41

28

7.68

7

10.79

6.53

Co (wt%)

0.002

-

0.001

-

0.17

-

Ni (wt%)

0.22

0.3

0.24

1

1.73

1.67

Cu (wt%)

11.79

10

25.50

20

38.87

38.33

Zn (wt%)

1.25

-

5.07

-

0.33

0.97

Pb (wt%)

2.68

1

1.77

1.5

1.67

1.26

Sn (wt%)

3.19

1.4

4.42

2.9

2.49

3.11

Sb (wt%)

0.016

-

0.10

-

0.04

-

Au/ppm

7

17

82

250

1645

1000

Pd/ppm

20

10

22

110

142

-

Ag/ppm

49

280

274

1000

3985

600

Non-metal
(wt/%)

57.46

-

51.24

-

42.37

-

a

This study; bChristian Hageluken, 2006 [16]; cAngela C. Kasper et al., 2011
[17].
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 Environmental values are constructed by LCA software Simapro PhD version 7.2 using Eco-indicator’99 (H/A) [18] as scoring indicator. Inventory database is derived from Eco-invent version 2.1 specified for the Boliden Rönnskär copper smelter in
Sweden [19], one of the world’s most efficient copper
smelters and a world-leader in the recycling of copper
and precious metals from electronic scrap. In addition,
the calculation of environmental values is based on an
assumption that starting point for calculation is the

805

moment PCBs scraps are fed into the process, which
means environmental burden of previous steps such
as collection, dismantling, transportation is excluded
from the calculation.
 The world reserves of metals are referred from Mineral commodity summaries 2012 [20].

2.3. Results
Figures 1-3 present the contribution scores of three types

Figure 1. The contribution scores for CRT TV’ PCB with different MRQ approaches.

Figure 2. The contribution scores for Desktop PC’ PCB with different MRQ approaches.

Figure 3. The contribution scores for Cell phone’ PCB with different MRQ approaches.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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of PCB according to aforementioned MRQ approaches.
Obviously that MRE approach only focuses on the weight of recyclable parts. Metal fractions with high weight
content such as copper, iron, aluminum therefore have
high contribution score, without concerning about the
other impacts of materials to environment, economic, resource conservation etc.
According to RRE approach, the weight dominant
fractions such as copper, iron and aluminum have negligible contribution score to total metal recyclability of
waste PCBs. Tin fraction makes up only less than 10% in
weight base, but it becomes the highest contribution
score in case of PCB from CRT TV and Desktop PC. It
also considerably contributes to the total metal recyclability of PCB from Cell phone. Interestingly, the minor weight fractions like precious metals (gold, silver,
palladium) become significant contribution scores.
In terms of QWERTY approach, among the weight
dominant fractions, iron and aluminum also have almost
no contribution to the total metal recyclability of PCBs.
On the other hands, copper fraction is found as the most
dominant contribution score with respect to the PCBs
from CRT TV and Desktop PC. Lead and zinc fractions
also have considerable contribution scores. Despite of
extremely low weight content, gold fraction still have
remarkable contribution score for PCB from Desktop PC,
and it has the highest value of contribution score for PCB
from Cell phone.
In summary, the pie charts showing the relative contribution scores to the total recyclability of waste PCBs
reported by MRE, RRE and QWERTY are substantially
different from each other. The problem of MRE is that it
concerns about weight only, thus it can make the recovery of 1 kg of iron or any different materials from a
counterweight of product as important as recovering 1 kg
of gold. It is irrational to the sense of nature. The aim of
MRE approach is clearly to reduce amount of waste in
terms of quantitative terms rather than recovering really
valuable materials, it is therefore suitable to measure the
metal recyclability of product that contains single metal
fraction such as waste steel from demolition, copper
wires scrap, aluminum cans, where no competition between various metal fractions. RRE and QWERTY approaches can overcome the solely weight base problem
of MRE since they are assessing not only the weight of
metal fractions but also the contribution of every metal fraction to specific evaluation aspect (natural resources conservation in RRE or environmental impact in QWERTY).
However, they report an extremely different result, making the target stakeholders get confused with which material recycled. For these notions, it would be desirable to
develop an inclusive measure, which compromises the
contribution scores associated with each of three points
of view mentioned above.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

3. Proposing MEMRECS Approach
As analyzed in Section 2, the contribution score of several metal fractions contained in PCBs such as Cu, Sn, Fe,
Al, Zn, Pb, Au, Ag, Pd is highly changed with different
MRQ approaches. If followed one of these approaches to
set the priority for the recovery of metal from waste
PCBs, it might lead to over or underestimation with
which metal fraction recovered. For example, in the case
of CRT TV’ PCB, if following MRE approach, copper,
iron and aluminum are preferred for recovery. That will
lead to the loss of benefit from natural resources conservation point of view which is embedded in tin fraction
and the benefit from environmental impact which is hidden in lead fraction. If following RRE approach, tin fraction will be the main target to be recovered. In this case,
the environmental benefit from copper fraction will be
sacrificed. Conversely, if following QWERTY approach,
benefit of natural resources conservation from tin fraction will be lost.
This notion has led to the development of the Model
for Evaluating Metal Recycling Efficiency for Complex
Scraps (MEMRECS) as a new approach to quote the
metal recyclability of scraps containing various metal
fractions in general and waste PCBs in particular. With
the aim of evaluating metal recyclability in sustainable
sound manner, MEMRECS not only include the weight
of each metal fraction but also comprise two critical aspects associated with sustainable issue: natural resources
conservation and environmental impact reduction. In
other worlds, MEMRECS is a combination of MRE,
RRE and QWERTY.

3.1. Construction of MEMRECS
In general, given a complex scrap with m metal fractions,
metal recyclability according to a certain aspect j can be
expressed by Equation (4). Whereas, Ei is the recovery
rate of metal fraction i, Mi is the metric weight of metal
faction i, wij is weighting factor of metal faction i according to evaluation aspect j.
m

MR j   Ei
i 1

M i wij
m

 M i wij

, i  1..m  , j  1..n 

(4)

i 1

Basically, MEMRECS is the solution of a multicriteria
problem, in which two fundamental viewpoints including
natural resources conservation and environmental impacts are taken into account simultaneously. Hence, the
task now is finding the way to combine the weighting
factors representative for these two points of view into
only one composite weighting factor wi,comp representative for composite viewpoint. Then, the metal recyclability according to MEMRECS approach can be expressed
by Equation (5). Whereas, wi,comp is the weighting factor
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of metal fraction i according to composite viewpoint
m

MEMRECS   Ei
i 1

M i wi ,comp
m

 M i wi ,comp

(5)

3.3. Calculation of MEMRECS

In multicriteria problems, it is reasonable to assign a
weight to each criterion in order to represent the relative
importance of criterion against each others. There are
many techniques to elicit the weights, such as the
weighted evaluation technique, the eigenvector method,
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method, the weighted least square method and so forth [21]. However,
most of them entail subjectivity in assigning weights to
criteria due to using opinion of experts, and because of
that, there is no guarantee that these weights will be replicated when another person or team estimates them [22]
In order to guarantee the consistency of the model, this
study employs Entropy weighting method - an objective
weighting method [23] to elicit the weights of evaluation
criteria. The calculation steps are as following as in [21]:
A multicriteria decision making problem with m alternative and n criteria can be expressed in decision matrix
as Equation (6).
mxn

, i  1..m  , j  1..n 

(6)

A normalized decision matrix representing the relative
performance of the alternatives is obtained as Equation
(7).
P   pij 

mxn

, i  1..m  , j  1..n 

(7)

where
Pij  xij

m

 xij
i 1

The amount of decision information contained in
Equation (7) and emitted from each criterion can be
measured by entropy value as Equation (8).

ej  

1 m
 pij ln  pij  , i  1..m, j  1..n (8)
ln  m  i 1

The degree of diversity of the information contained
by each criterion can be calculated as Equation (9).
d j  1  e j , j  1..n 

(9)

Then, the weight or relative importance for each criterion is given by Equation (10).
Ij 

dj
n

dj
j 1
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, j  1..n 

(11)

j

3.2. Combination of Weighting Factors Using
Entropy Weighting Method

D   xij 

Finally, the composite weight representative for general viewpoint for metal fraction i is generated by Equation (11).
wi ,comp   I j wij , j  1..n 

i 1
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(10)

With the general idea and combination method described
above, the four steps for calculating MEMRECS can be
expressed as follows:
 First step, compute the weighting factors of all metal
fractions according to the natural resource conservation aspect (wi,RC), and environmental impact aspect
(wi,EI). Base on the RRE concept and QWERTY concept, the wi,RC, wi,EI are calculated by Equation (12)
and Equation (13), respectively.

wi , RC

1
Ri

1
R
i
i

(12)

Whereas:
o Ri is the world reserves estimated in the year of
calculation of metal element i
wi , EI 

EVi , actual  EVi ,max

 EVi ,min  EVi ,max

(13)

i

Whereas:
o EVi,min is the minimum environmental impact
value to recover metal element i in its initial grade
without any environmental burden of treatment
steps. In other words, it is the environmental substitution value for the extraction of raw material
for metal element i.
o EVi,max is the maximum environmental impact
value for metal element i in the worst end-of-life
case.
o EVi,actual is the environmental impact value to recover metal element i in actual case.
 Second step, compute the relative criteria importance
using Entropy method with pij is substituted by wij.
 Third step, compute composite weight for each metal
fraction by Equation (11).
 Fourth step, compute MEMRECS score by Equation
(5).
An important note: in some cases, the resource depletion impact has been also included in QWERTY through
life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) models. For these
cases, only score on environmental impacts is used in the
calculation of wi,EI , in order to avoid overlapping the
evaluation of resource conservation aspect.
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4. Contribution Score for Waste PCBs with
MEMRECS Approach
MEMRECS is calculated with the same data sources
described in the Section 2.2. However, instead of using
whole score of Eco-indicator’99, only score on damage
to ecosystems and damage to human health is put into the
calculation in order to avoid overlapping evaluation since
the damage to resources depletion is also integrated in
eco-indicator’99. The relative contribution scores of
metal fractions contained in waste PCBs are shown in
Figure 4. It indicates that the result of MEMRECS is a
compromise between the results of RRE and QWERTY.
It is a common sense because MEMRECS allows tradeoffs between criteria. A poor score in RRE can be negated by a good score in QWERTY and reversely. According to MEMRECS, copper and tin fractions are the
main contributors. They make up about 70% - 80% of the
total metal recyclability of PCBs from CRT TV and
Desktop PC. For PCB from Cell phone, gold is the most
important contributor which shares 60% total metal recyclability, irrespective of its small weight content. Copper
is also a significant contributor, which shares 22% total
metal recyclability.
In general, in order to optimize the efficiency of metal
recycling from PCBs in the context that are not all metal
fractions can be recovered, a priority should be given to
the metal fractions that have high contribution score.
Table 2 is the summaries of the metal fractions that are
preferred for the recovery from waste PCBs with respect to different MRQ approaches. It is easy to find that
the preferred metal fractions according to MEMRECS
mostly are the preferred metal fractions according to both
RRE and QWERTY. If the target is simply qualitative
determination of which metal fractions should be recovered to optimize the recycling efficiency of metal from
waste PCBs in the sustainable sound manner, selecting
the preferred metal fractions according to both RRE and
QWERTY is probably enough. However, the advantage

of MEMRECS is that it is not only qualitatively identifying the preferred metal fractions but also quantitatively
calculating the contribution score of every metal fraction.

5. MEMRECS versus QWERTY Expressed
with Eco-Indicator’99
QWERTY is calculated with environmental values, those
derived from any LCIA models. Depending on LCIA
model, the environmental value expresses the environmental impacts only, or expresses both environmental
impacts and resource depletion impact. The Eco-indicator’99 is a comprehensive method, in which resource
depletion impact has been considered as one of environmental impact. Thus, the QWERTY expressed with Ecoindicator’99 (QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99) seems to be
similar to MEMRECS in terms of approaching ideal. It is
notably valuable to discuss the difference between MEMERCS and QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99.
As shown in Table 3, the difference between two
models occurs in three viewpoints. The first one is the
unit or the way expressing the resource depletion impact.
QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99 does not consider the quantity of resources, but rather the resource quality. The resource aspect is modeled via the term “surplus energy”,
which describes energy requirements for future mining
will increase due to decreasing mineral ore concentration.
The nature sense of surplus energy actually is energy
consumption that finally reflects the environmental impacts rather than saving natural resources. In contrast, the
resources depletion impact in MEMRECS is derived
from RRE, which describes the times of natural resources
can be saved by recycling based on the resource quantity.
By this way, the resource depletion impact is considered
more clearly and closely to the resource depletion issue
in the true sense of word. Thus, MEMRECS enhances
the role of resource conservation rather than that of
QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99. It is demonstrated by the
contribution score of tin fraction.

Figure 4. The contribution scores for different types of PCB according to MEMRECS approaches ((a) PCB from CRT TV; (b)
PCB from Desktop PC; (c) PCB from Cell phone).
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Table 2. Metal recovery priority for PCBs according to different MRQ approaches.

MRE

CRT TV
PCB

Desktop PC
PCB

Cell phone
PCB

Cu, Al, Fe

Cu, Fe, Zn

Cu, Fe

RRE

Sn, Pd

Sn, Au

Au, Ag, Sn, Pd

QWERTY

Cu, Pb

Au, Cu

Au, Cu

MEMRECS

Cu, Sn, Pb

Cu, Sn, Au

Au, Cu, Ag, Pd

Table 3. The difference between QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99
and MEMRECS in terms of modeling the resource conservation aspect.
QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99
Unit
Weighting
method

MEMRECS

The times natural
“Surplus energy” in MJ per kg
resource can be saved
extracted material
by recycling
Entropy weighting
Expert panel group method
method

Data source

Until 1990

Recent mining data

The second point is weighting method to elicit the
relative importance of criteria or criteria weights. In
QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99, the criteria weights are determined by expert panel group method based on the
opinion of group of experts or stakeholders. In this way,
the relative importance of environmental damage and
resources damage is subjectively fixed as 0.8 and 0.2,
respectively [24]. In MEMRECS, the relative importance
objective weighting method, which determines criteria
weights based on intrinsic information of each evaluation
criterion. Obviously, the difference in weighting method
point of view also makes the resources conservation aspect in MEMRECS is appreciated rather than that in
QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99.
The third point is the data sources used to model the
resource depletion impact. As mentioned, the resource depletion impact in QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99 is modeled
base on surplus energy. On the other hand, the estimated
ore grade corresponding to a cumulative extraction value
equal to five times the 1980 level is used to estimate the
surplus energy [25]. It is clear that the choice of five
times is arbitrary and the data sources in 1980 are outdated, which probably makes the estimation contain considerable uncertainties. In MEMRECS, the data source
for modeling the resource depletion impact via RRE is
derived from Mineral commodity summaries 2012—a
recent mining data, and such data source is annually updated. Thus the result of MEMRECS also can never be
outdated, and it will reflect resource depletion issue to a
higher degree than QWERTY/Eco-indicator’ 99 does.

6. Conclusions
In this study, MEMRECS has been introduced as a new
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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quantitative measure for quoting the metal recyclability
of waste PCBs. MEMRECS can provide insights into the
contribution of every metal fraction to the total metal
recyclability of waste PCBs, on the condition that both
environmental impact and natural resources conservation
aspects are considered simultaneously, which will be
really helpful for setting the priority in metal recovery,
according to both qualitative and quantitative forms.
The comparison between MEMRECS and QWERTY/
Eco-indicator’99 is also implemented in this study. The
analysis results indicate that natural resources conservation aspect in MEMRECS is considered more clearly and
directly than that in QWERTY/Eco-indicator’99. Furthermore, MEMRECS enhances the role of resource
conservation aspect other than QWERTY/Ecoindicator’99 does.
With its own properties, MEMRECS is probably applicable in setting the benchmark for metal recycling
strategy, and it is also helpful in technological selection
or technological improvement for metal recycling from
waste PCBs in particular and scraps containing various
metal fractions in general.
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